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Abstract 
In order to extract the boundary of rural habitation, based on geographic name data and basic 
geographic information data, an extraction method that use polygon aggregation is raised, it can 
extract the boundary of three levels of rural habitation consists of town, administrative village and 
nature village. The method first extracts the boundary of nature village by aggregating the resi-
dent polygon, then extracts the boundary of administrative village by aggregating the boundary of 
nature village, and last extracts the boundary of town by aggregating the boundary of administra-
tive village. The related methods of extracting the boundary of those three levels rural habitation 
has been given in detail during the experiment with basic geographic information data and geo-
graphic name data. Experimental results show the method can be a reference for boundary ex-
traction of rural habitation. 
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1. Introduction 
Rural habitation is an important part of habitation, compared with urban area, rural area has lower population 
density, and its administrative boundary is much larger than the boundary consist of its residential features. 
Town and administrative village have clear administrative boundary in basic geographic information database; 
the boundary of nature village is not included in basic geographic information database. The nature boundary of 
habitation has obvious orientation and social application value [1], as for this the paper uses geographic name 
data and basic geographic information data to extract the nature boundary consists of residential features be-
longing to the annotation of rural habitation. The result can make up for the lack of rural habitation’s nature 
boundary, and be helpful to mastering the rural land use status quo. 
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There are some existent algorithm for residential polygons’ generalization, such as the algorithm based on 
Delaunay triangulation structure and the model of Voronoi, the polygon generalization based on grid model, the 
polygon simplification based on mathematical morphology and syntactic pattern. The algorithm based on De-
launay triangulation structure and the model of Voronoi [2] can get a great generalizing result, but the program is 
too complex and the efficiency remains to be further improved. The polygon generalization based on grid model 
[3] has obvious effect just for the polygon having obvious rectangle feature under large scale. The polygon sim-
plification based on mathematical morphology and syntactic pattern [4] has a complete theory, but the program 
is difficult to be realized as the establishment of neural network is too complicated and the complete grammar 
model set is hard to be exported. The paper uses geographic name data and basic geographic information data to 
obtain the residential features belonging to the annotation of rural habitation, and then generalizes the features 
by polygon aggregation. Polygon aggregation can merge the features in specified distance, all the habitation can 
get good merging results that the original habitation’s spatial structure and spatial distribution have been retained 
by giving different aggregation distance. The paper, with the experiment with the 1:50 000 geographic name da-
ta and basic geographic information data as its experimental data, clearly describes the experimental result and 
the extraction process. 

2. The Method of Nature Boundary Extraction 
2.1. The Process of Nature Boundary Extraction 
Nature village used to be one or more settlements. It is the place where villagers live for a long time [5]. Admin-
istrative village consists of nature villages. It has villagers committee and other organs of power, and is the most 
basic layer of China’s administrative system [6]. Township consists of administrative villages. The boundary in 
this paper is the outline of residential features. In order to get the boundary the residential features belonging to 
the annotation should be extracted first, and then aggregated. The basic geographic information data contains 
three kinds of residential features, which are point, line and polygon. The nature boundary of nature village can 
be extracted by aggregating residential features of the three kinds with appropriate aggregation distance. Aggre-
gating the nature boundary of nature village can get the nature boundary of administrative village. Aggregating 
the nature boundary of administrative village can get the nature boundary of township. The key point of this 
method is building the relation between nature village annotation and residential features, and then aggregating 
the related features. The process of boundary extraction is as follows: 

1) Creating thiessen polygons with all the annotation of nature villages. 
2) Selecting the thiessen polygon where the annotation locates in by the method of selecting by location. 
3) Selecting the residential features in the thiessen polygon by the method of selecting by location, the rela-

tion between annotation and residential feature has been build. 
4) Calculating aggregation distance of different annotations according to their related residential features, ex-

tracting nature boundary by aggregating the features. 
5) Extracting the nature boundary of administrative village by aggregating the nature boundary of nature vil-

lage belong to the administrative village in administration with the aggregation distance according to the distri-
bution of nature villages’ boundary. 

6) Extracting the nature boundary of township by aggregating the nature boundary of administrative village 
belong to the township in administration with the aggregation distance according to the distribution of adminis-
tration villages’ boundary. 

2.2. Aggregate Polygon 
The nature boundary of residential annotation can be extracted by aggregating the residential features belonging 
to the annotation. Figure 1 shows three different kinds of’ methods of generalizing polygons, that are bounding 
rectangle, minimal bounding rectangle and convex hull [7]. The spatial distribution of buildings has been broken 
for those methods because the generalizing degree is too large. Polygon aggregation is a kind of cartographic 
generalization operation. The principle of polygon aggregation is converting vector polygon features to grid 
features, merging the polygons within the distance of specified distance by grid expansion algorithm, converting 
the result to vector data in the end. Polygon aggregation can get a new polygon feature by merging the polygons 
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(a)                       (b)                        (c) 

Figure 1. Generalization methods of polygons. (a) Bounding rectangle; (b) minimal 
bounding rectangle; (c) convex hull. 

 
within specified distance. The result can keep the original spatial distribution of polygon features and filling 
blank area [8]. 

In comparison to the normal generalization methods of bounding rectangle, minimal bounding rectangle and 
convex hull, polygon aggregation has a universal applicability because it can set different aggregation distance 
to maintain the spatial structure and spatial distribution of the original residential features. Aggregation distance 
is the kernel parameter of polygon aggregation; different aggregation distance will directly affect the result. 
Figure 2 shows the result of different aggregation distance. The aggregation distance in Figure 2(a) is 30 m, the 
result is multi-block boundaries, which means the aggregation distance is too small and the result is unreasona-
ble. The aggregation distance in Figure 2(b) is 40 m, the result correctly reflects the outline of residential fea-
tures, which means the aggregation distance is reasonable. The aggregation distance in Figure 2(c) is 80 m, the 
result leaves out part of the important turning point comparing with Figure 2(b), which means the aggregation 
distance is a little too big. The aggregation distance in Figure 2(d) is 100 m; the result is the same with the re-
sult of convex hull, which means the aggregation distance is much too big. The committed step of polygon ag-
gregation is the setting of aggregation distance. Only with appropriate aggregation distance, the result of poly-
gon aggregation can correctly reflect the outline of residential features. 

3. General Situation of the Experimental Area and Data 
The experimental area is a county-level city consist of 6 towns and 3 townships, there are 62 administrative vil-
lages and 719 nature villages in total. This county-level city has an area of 1166 square kilometers and a popula-
tion of 170 000, it is a rural area. 

The experimental data consists of geographic name data and basic geographic information data, the mainly 
used geographic name data are the annotations of townships, administrative villages and nature villages, the 
mainly used basic geographic information data are the residential features of point, line and polygon. The 
attribute of the annotation contains the name, type and the administrative membership information; the attribute 
of the residential features do not include name or membership information. 

4. The Extraction of Nature Villages’ Boundary 
The precondition of boundary extraction is extracting the residential features belonging to the target annotation. 
There are complete administrative membership information between the annotations of nature village, adminis-
trative village and township. However, the annotation of nature village does not have the administrative mem-
bership information with residential feature; residential feature in basic geographic information data does not 
have the information of name or administrative membership neither. The traditional method selecting by 
attribute cannot be used. According to the situation of data and the hash distribution of rural habitation, the paper 
extracts the nature boundary of nature village by aggregating the residential features of specified annotation ex-
tracted by the relation between annotation and residential features established by creating thiessen polygons 
from nature villages’ annotation. 

4.1. Establishing Relation between Nature Villages’ Annotation and Residential Features 
The method to establish relation between nature villages’ annotation and residential features is as follows: 
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(a)                       (b)                       (c)                         (d) 

Figure 2. Result of different aggregation distance. (a) 30 m; (b) 40 m; (c) 80 m; (d) 100 m. 
 

1) The annotation of habitation includes four levels of nature village, administrative village, township, coun-
ty-city in geographic name data. Creating thiessen polygons with nature villages’ annotation selected by the me-
thod of selecting by attribute. Figure 3 is the thiessen polygon. 

2) Extracting the thiessen polygon where the nature village’s annotation is located by the method of selecting 
by location. Thiessen polygon will get the same name with annotation by giving nature village annotation’s 
attribute of name to thiessen polygon. Just like Figure 4. 

3) Extracting the residential features locates in thiessen polygon by the method of selecting by location, the 
extracted features belonging to corresponding the annotation of the thiessen polygon. According to the sparse 
rural houses, the method of selecting by location can extract the residential features belong to the annotation in 
most cases like Figure 5. However, in a few areas where buildings are close to each other, the residential fea-
tures may cross the boundary of thiessen polygon, just like the feature of 1, 2 and 5 in Figure 6, the annotation 
these features belonging to can’t be judged directly.  

Aiming at the situation of Figure 6, the annotation of the features crossing the boundary can be judged ac-
cording to the annotation of the closest feature not crossing the boundary. 

4.2. The Decision Method of Nature Villages’ Aggregation Distance 
Hash style and assemble style are two main styles of rural habitation [9]. Figure 7 shows different habitations 
have different style of distribution. In order to keep the original style of habitation and make the extracted 
boundary an abstractly generalization of the habitation, aggregation distance should be different according to the 
distribution of residential features of different annotations. 

The aggregation distance is decided by the following method: 
a) Getting the nearest distance between annotations , a list of distance for the annotation and the nearest an-

notation can be obtained, (L1, L2, L3,..., Ln). 
b) Taking the center of residential features as the center of circle, taking Ln as radius of the circle. Counting 

the number of the intersected circle, a list of the integer order sequence can be obtained, (N1, N2, N3, ..., Nn-1, Nn). 
Nn = 1 in the list. If only Nn = 1, it means the residential feature with Ln is furthest from other residential features. 
Ln-1 should be the aggregation distance to separate the relatively independent feature. 

c) If not only Nn = 1, taking Ln-1 as the radius of circle to create circle. A list of integer order sequence can be 
obtained, (N1, N2, N3, ..., Nn-1, Nn). Nn = 0, Nn-1 = 1 in the list. If only Nn-1 = 1, taking Ln-2 as the aggregation dis-
tance. If not only Nn-1 = 1, keep trying the process until only Nn-a = 1 (0 < a < n), taking Ln-a-1 as aggregation dis-
tance. 

Deciding aggregation distance with this method can keep the extracted boundary correctly reflects the outline 
and density of residential features by separating the independent features. Figure 8 shows the result. 

5. The Extraction of Administrative Village and Townships’ Boundary 
There are clear administrative membership information between township, administrative village and nature vil-
lage. The boundary of administrative village can be extracted by aggregating the boundary of nature village. The 
boundary of township can be extracted by aggregating the boundary of administrative village. 

In order to ensure that all the boundaries are taken into calculating the aggregation distance should be big 
enough when aggregating the boundaries. At the same time, the aggregation distance cannot be too big to make  
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Figure 3. Result of creating Thiessen polygon. 

 

 
Figure 4. Attribute of Thiessen polygon.    

 

 
Figure 5. Normal situation. 

 

 
Figure 6. Resident features cross boundary. 
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(a)                     (b) 

Figure 7. Rural habitation. (a) Hash style; (b) assemble 
Style. 

 

 
(a)                    (b) 

Figure 8. Result of nature village’s extraction. (a) Hash 
style; (b) assemble style. 

 

 
(a)                    (b) 

Figure 9. Result of extraction of administrative village 
and township. (a) Administrative village; (b) township. 

 
the generalization degree too large. The aggregation distance is decided by the following method: 

Taking 1000 m as the original aggregation distance and 100m as the interval change according to the general 
situation of the experimental data to aggregate the residential features. If the result of aggregation contains many 
blocks, the aggregation distance should be bigger. Increasing the aggregation distance n times with 100 m every 
time until the result does not divided into many pieces. Taking 1000 + 100n as aggregation distance. If the result 
contains only one block with the original distance, the aggregation distance should be smaller. Decreasing the 
aggregation distance n times with 100m every time until the result divided into pieces. Taking 1000 – 100 (n − 1) 
as aggregation distance. Deciding aggregation distance by the method taking critical value of result divided as 
aggregation distance can ensure the aggregation distance is big enough that all the boundaries belonging to an-
notation may be taken into calculating and the aggregation distance not too big to ignore the details. The result 
of extraction is as following Figure 9. 

6. Conclusion 
Rural habitation is an important part of habitation, but the study of it is relatively rare currently. The paper uses 
basic geographic information data and geographic name data to extract the boundary of rural habitation by the 
method of aggregation polygon. The result of the experimental area is good, and the distribution of original res-
idential features has been well kept. It has certain reference value for the same kind problems. 

Boundary extraction is a complex question, the method in this paper has the following problems need to be 
studied further: the relation between annotation and features would be more reasonable if taking terrain, drai-
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nage and road as constraint condition to establish thiessen polygon. The kinds of habitation is of great diversity, 
but the test samples are limited. The result will be more reasonable if quality control method is added after the 
extraction. The efficiency need to be improved as the polygon aggregation involves grid vector transformation. 
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